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Many	
  students	
  with	
  MD	
  exhibit	
  characteristics	
  
that	
  impede	
  mathematics	
  learning	
  such	
  as	
  
diﬃculties	
  with	
  :	
  	
  
 Visuo-spatial
 Language

ability (Geary, 2004)
including reading decoding, fluency,

vocabulary (Garnett, 1998)
and sequencing (Steele,2010)
 Working memory and processing
 Organization

(Passolunghi, Shiara, & Siegal, 2004; Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004)

Allyson P. Toronto, M. Ed.
University of Maryland

 Self-monitoring,







Published 1989-2012 (due to publication of
NCTM’s Standards) in peer-reviewed journal

Content focus of studies


Area/perimeter

Computations (fractions/decimals/percents),
reading schematic diagrams and transforming to
3D models
 Ratio/Proportion and scale modeling
 Computation, Nonlinear and linear functions, line of
best fit, variables, rate of change, proportions ,
graphing, 2D to 3D modeling


Students grades 7-12 only (not mixed with lower
grades; many states use 7-12 as secondary)



self-esteem

(Gagnon & Maccini, 2001, Maccini & Gagnon, 2000; Montague, Bos, & Doucette, 1991

Topics align with CCSS grade level, increased
rigor



Algebra
Solving one (or more) step equations
Systems of linear equations
 Exponents



Classwide peer tutoring
Schema-based instruction
 Graphic Organizers
 Manipulatives/CSA Sequence
 Explict Inquiry routine
 Technology



Video-based
 Enhanced Anchored Instruction






Providing choices such as pick one of two
assignments (e.g. two comparable worksheets;
two comparable projects; create a rap or a
visual)



Increases student completion and accuracy

Assignment choice
Stenhoff, Davey & Lignugaris-Kraft, 2008
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 Success

with:



through high school
 at-risk, low achieving, students with
disabilities
 A variety of academic content (e.g. spelling,
math, reading, social studies) as well as
behavior

Characteristics of CWPT:


Class divided into teams and students are paired within the
teams.



Students in each pair are both tutor and tutee.



Each person is the tutor for 15-20 minutes then roles
switch.



A point system is utilized for behavior/following correct
procedures to the tutor and tutee. Teacher and/or students
can assign points (modified by teacher as desired).



Sessions are 2-4 days per week at teacher’s discretion.

 elementary





Teachers provided direct instruction on using
curriculum materials for solving algebra word
problems, with division



Results
 CWPT

is at least as effective as individual practice
for improving performance of middle school
students (grade 8)

Students in the experimental group condition
utilized CWPT to practice the math skills

 Greatest

improvement for older students (future research

should investigate this)



Student in the comparison group (control) were
provided worksheet problems for individual
practice

 Students

enjoyed CWPT and felt it was beneficial
(preferred over independent practice or other
experiences)

Allsopp, 1997





Assists students in recognizing the
underlying context and structure to help
students represent and solve problems



schema-based instruction (SBI) compared
to direct/explicit instruction

Characteristics of schema-based
instruction include



ratio and proportion problems, including
dilations utilized in scale factors/scale
drawings

 authentic

real-life problems
diagrams of concepts
 self-monitoring components such as a checklist
or think-aloud in order to engage students and
improve their conceptual understanding
 representational

(Hegarty & Kozhevnikov,1999, Kramarski & Mizrachi, 2006)

Jitendra et al (2009)
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Step 1

read the problem, decide on the important information
and the type of comparison

Example of a “think-aloud”

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4



The relationship is 2 * 12 = 24 Therefore
3 * 12 = 36 so
3 cans of icing will cover 36 cupcakes.

Results indicated that SBI improved student
performance on immediate and
maintenance measures

Graphic organizers are graphic arrangements
of words, phrases, and sentences, which may
include arrows, and boxes. The graphic features
are intended to indicate relationships between
the elements.

(Alvermann & Swafford, 1989; Dunston, 1992; Moore & Readance, 1984; Rice, 1994;
Robinson, 1998; Swafford & Alvermann, 1989)




Applied GO to solving systems of 2 and 3 linear
equations with students in grades 7-12
Two different studies
Study 1 students were taught to solve systems with 2
variables, but the post-test included a generalization to
solving a system with 3 variables
 Study 2 taught students to solve systems with 3
variables
 In both studies one group of students were taught using
the GO (experimental) and a second group was taught
by traditional textbook method


Ives, 2007

Ives, 2007
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Results
 The graphic organizer group made greater
gains on the post-test and maintained the skills
at 3 weeks post-intervention



Manipulatives are concrete materials such as
chips, geoboards, tiles, etc., that represent
mathematical relationships (Maccini & Gagnon, 2000)



The use of manipulatives helps students to





CSA Sequence


Concrete phase: manipulatives incorporated to
assist students developing representations with all
of the features of the problem situation



Semi-concrete: pictures of the objects



Abstract: numbers/symbols at the abstract phase.

Solid objects then Geoboards representing
objects (C ), then drawings of objects (S) then
abstract (A) calculation for solving area and
perimeter problems

 make

connections between concrete and abstract
concepts
 increase reasoning skills
 increase task engagement
(Boggan, Harper & Whitmire, 2010)
Cass, Cates, Smith and Jackson (2003)



Results
 maintained

skills above 80% up to three weeks
after the conclusion of the intervention

 generalize

to a scale factor task with and without
the use of the geoboard.

Three essential components
1. Explicit sequencing of unit concepts

a)
b)
c)

Organize topics from less to more complex such as
solving for the variable with problems in this order:
x + 2 = 12
2x + 4 = 16
2x + x – 3 + 4 = 5 x -7

Cass, Cates, Smith and Jackson (2003)
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2) Scaffolded inquiry
a)

“Tell me how…”
“How can you show me that Kyle has 14 candies?”
•
“Is there another way we could represent this same situation?”
•
“What math symbol tells us that Kyle and Andrew have the same
amount?”
“Tell your neighbor how…”
• Now tell your neighbor how you represented the situation
concretely.
• Tell your neighbor how to represent the situation.
• Can you explain the mathematical symbols you chose to use to
your neighbor?
“Tell yourself how…”
• As you illustrate and manipulate this by yourself, get ready to
explain your choices. You may want to talk yourself through the
process because I may ask you why you chose to use what you did.
•

b)

c)





Sequencing from less to more complex addresses
student difficulty with organization and
conceptualization
The CSA sequence addresses the difficulties
students have with developing conceptual
understanding of abstract notions




Concrete items
Semi-concrete or Representational (e.g. drawings)
Abstract (symbols, variables, numbers)

•
•
•




Solving one-variable equations from word problems using EIR
Results
Students were able to solve word problems of a different
wording format than those specifically taught but similar
equation pattern with 80% or greater accuracy





Students were able to solve more complex word problems (e.g.
3x + 2x -4 = 16) than what had been taught (e.g. 3x – 3 + 5 =
14) with greater than 65% accuracy (mean across all students)



Maintenance tests at 11 weeks post-intervention showed
students performed similarly on both measures



Measures on standard textbook word problems as well as a
standardized math assessment (Key-Math) also showed small
improvements Scheuermann, A. M., Deshler,D. D., & Schumaker, J. B. (2009)

CCSS Practice standard states that proficient students
can contextualize and decontextualize

Scaffolding and discussion addresses monitoring,
esteem and conceptualization


Various modes of illustration (CSA sequence)

c)

CCSS places importance on justifying, reasoning and
critiquing other’s reasoning

Skills addressed
Rules of exponents (multiplication, division,
power to a power, roots and combinations of
each)

See the article for each individual skill such as Exponent 1: x2* x4

 solving two step linear equations;
substituting and simplifying two step linear
equations and combinations of each
Mayfield and Glenn, 2008
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Students were provided initial instruction on the
individual tasks (i.e. multiplication rule for
exponents)
 The practice and multiple post-test (probes) tasks
were cycled through with each intervention:
 Cumulative practice
 Tiered feedback
 Feedback plus solution sequence instruction,
 Review
 Transfer training




Video-based technology










Results
variable results, some students benefited from
the independent review and remediation, but
some students needed more specific feedback
and remediation/review of targeted skills
This is important considering the CCSS focus
on perseverance and problem solving



Teacher recorded videos models involving
instructional procedures for perimeter of
various polygons, including composite figures.



The videos were sent home for students to view
while completing independent practice (no in
school teacher demonstration was given).



Results

Video demonstration
Enhanced Anchored Instruction

Helps students to:


make connections with their prior knowledge



develop their problem-solving skills



work on assignments at an individual pace



improve their overall motivation and engagement

 Students

improved on immediate and
generalization measures

(Schmidt, 1993)

Cihak & Bowlin (2009)

 Opening

activity with a video-anchor of a
problem situation such as wanting to build a pet
cage with limited waste and limited funds.

 Students

work in small groups on authentic

problems
which

culminate in building projects (such as
hovercraft, skateboard ramps, compost bins, etc.)

And/or
 Students

may view the video as often as
needed in order to locate relevant information
to solve problems in which procedures are not
explicit.



making predictions such as where to release a
model car on a ramp to complete a race

 Instructors

ask probing questions but DO NOT
provide explicit instruction on strategies or
methods for solving the scenario

(Bottge, 1999; Bottge & Hasselbring, 1993; Bottge et al 2001; Bottge et al, 2003;
Bottge et al 2002; Bottge et al 2009; Bottge et al 2007)
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Mathematics skills addressed are interdependent and
studies have included


















Money, time and decimals
Fractions and measurement
Estimation
Reading schematic diagrams
Scale factor
2D to 3D modeling
Non-linear and Linear functions
Line of best fit
Rate of change (slope)
Proportions
Coordinate graphing

EAI instruction that includes components of
explicit instruction, and address procedural
deficits as needed.
Concrete manipulatives to address students’
conceptual understanding and generalization to
more complex mathematics tasks.
Strategy instruction to help students regulate
their problem solving performance in both
problem representation and solution.



EAI was found to be most beneficial for related
contextualized problem solving tasks and
transfer measures for both students with and
without disabilities.



However, EAI did not improve computation or
general word problem solving skills for either
group of students, unless the skills had been
addressed with supplementary instruction
(either direct instruction or remedial computer
tutorial).



Video/audio recordings (e.g. pencasts) for
remedial instruction, review and/or
demonstration of procedures



MIX IT UP! No one method will meet all the
needs of the varied learning styles but try
something new.
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